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Photo: Ms. Tala’ofa Sete, Ms. Lanoa Mahe, Hon. Fredrica Tuita and Ms. Huahulu Ha’unga on the Outer Island booths

I AM WOMAN
March
8th
of
every
year
commemorates Women’s day, brought
about by United Nations as a day to
focus on women all around the world.
Tonga joined in the celebration of the
venerated gender at the Queen Salote
Hall. Representatives of New Zealand,
Australia, Japan, Clergies of churches,
Women groups of Tonga and abroad,
Ministers of the Crown, Teachers
Training College, and various women
in business were present. Guest of
Honor present at the function was the
Honorable Fredrica Tuita. Booths
showcasing women’s abilities within
various fields were set up strategically
along the Hall, which made for smooth
transition for guests along the hall.

MORDI Tonga was invited to set up a
booth to showcase the results of the
trainings they had conducted in the
outer islands for women and youth
with innovative ideas on more
traditional
handicraft
making.
Tending to the booth were four people
whom are no strangers to the MORDI
funded projects to the remote outer
islands. Ms. Hu’ahulu Ha’unga who has
been hired by MORDI Tonga as a
handicraft trainer, Ms. Tala’ofa Sete
and her husband from Lape and Ms.
Launoa Mahe of Hunga showcased the
results of their training. The spread
before them consisted of handicrafts
in which the three women have made
a business of selling back in their
respective islands.

A Japanese volunteer to Tonga had to
ask three times about a whale bone
necklace that was intricately carved
with designs ($5 which she agreed
was quite a steal). Another factor was
being told that today was the only day
these wares are available because the
ladies reside and sell from Motu
District with no existing middle man
on the main island.

Photo: Ms. Tala’ofa Sete, Ms. Lanoa Mahe, on their booths

MORDI Tonga has given these women
the opportunity to capitalize on their
talents
and
natural
resources
surrounding them. Hu’ahulu became
the catalyst of this process, teaching
and enhancing handicraft making
through trainings she provided in the
communities. MORDI Tonga provides
materials such as plain hair combs to
earring hooks, Huahulu trains these
women what to craft and the rest
becomes an oyster for these women;
the outcome is simply ingenious and
many whom stopped by the booth
couldn’t agree more.
Tye dyed sarongs draped the wall
behind the booth, purses woven from
natural fibers were hung for all to see.
The table was a vision of bracelets,
earrings, seis (flowers worn in the
hair), table mats, slippers, necklaces,
fridge magnets and hair combs. All of
which had the modern twist with the
utilization of natural fibers/materials
that are unique to the Tongan culture.
The flowers/sei’s were made of
pandanus leaves, necklaces of boar’s
tusks and whale bone. The shock and
jaw dropping moment came when
people would inquire of the prices,
most being used to the staggering
prices available at the handicraft
section of Talamahu Market.

The women were quite happy with the
purchases that ensued after the
function of the day. They spoke of a
cruise ship that had passed through
the Motu district February 24th. They
saw a huge difference, the cruise ship
which they held their hopes out for
was a bit of a letdown and the
Women’s Day gathering generated a
whole lot more than they had
anticipated. Little by little the table
ceased to be overcrowded by these
women’s wares as people came and
purchased.
Huahulu Ha’unga commented on how
this day gave an opportunity for these
two women to think outside of the
box. It also provided them with the
experience to take back home and
armed them with further insight as,
what to cater to certain markets.
Things such as marketing to teachers
and students using their school colors
encourages school spirit that comes
more into play during Inter-College
Sports that is coming up soon,
Parliament Marches and so forth.
Huahulu stresses originality, she says
it’s easy to imitate things they’ve seen,
it becomes more interesting for
consumers to see something different;
often the pull factor for purchases
made. She also states that she
encourages these two women to take
the opportunity being on the main
island to go directly to the consumers.
Her plan is to do likewise; she feels
that she doesn’t know how else she
would make a sale to those whom are
oblivious to her wares.

Photo: Ms. Tala’ofa Sete from Lape Community in Action.
Sitting with an ear-to-ear grin was
Tala’ofa, her husband just as content
like the cat who swallowed the canary.
She describes the event of the day as
giving her ‘renewed strength’ to return
home and pick up her game. She plans
on making more of the handicrafts that
she had sold that day. Tala’ofa talks of
the pride she feels in being able to
display her handicrafts for all present
at the Hall to see, she is even happier
that she was able to participate in the
celebration exclusively for women. She
has always been passionate about arts
and craft. MORDI Tonga’s programs
gave her the ability to enhance her
skills at things such as crocheting
ta’ovalas. She is appreciative of the fact
that MORDI Tonga has opened another
door for her by bringing her to the
celebration. It has given her the
initiative to make alterations to not
only her wares but to the market in
which she intends to sell.

From across the table as the crowd
eased on, sat Launoa busily chattering
happily to Huahulu. She shares the
exact same sentiments of Tala’ofa. She
views the day as an experience she will
never forget and the things learned has
become important to improving the
state of her business. For most of the
day, she had most fun seeing her wares
disappear one by one, the awe and
admiration in people’s eyes and the
added confidence that her business can
stand despite setbacks such as the last
cruise ship in which she sold close to
nothing. She would take back to her
community valuable lessons in which
she has learned that day pertaining to
making her business more profitable
by means of innovatively improving
what she had made and developing the
ones she had sold so that she can sell
not only to cruise liners but to yachters
and locals alike.

Photo: Ms. Sete serving her customer H.E. Mr. Yasuo Takase, Japanese Ambassador
All in all, the National Day for Women brought forth to the
attention of guests the modest existence of MORDI Tonga and
what it supports. More importantly it allowed the focus to be
diverted primarily to entrepreneurship for outer island
women. The women feel honored to have been included in the
program but it is MORDI Tonga that is basking in their
innovative glory. With the focus on women and their overall
contribution to national security and peace, the Tongan
women with their entrepreneurial skills from outer islands
have passed on an important message. Gender inequality is not
a boundary that ties these women to the ground, and as
entrepreneurs they give hope to all women young and old of
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Photo: Ms. Sete serving her customer H.E. Mr. Yasuo Takase, Japanese Ambassado

COMMUNITIES BRANCH OUT BEYOND MORDI
The strength and success of MORDI partnered
projects is that communities decide what their
community needs, then they co-fund and coordinate their own projects, and plan ways to
sustain them long term.
An even greater success is when non-MORDI
projects germinate as a result of the motivation and
influence of its work in a community.

The small school is now selling a range of
handicrafts to raise its own funds to pay for the
administration of the school.
“We’re trying to promote an active administration,”
says Mosese Maasi, teaching assistant at GPS
Matamaka.

“In only one year they make things much better,
Such seeds of business success are being sown at from the MORDI workshop. Already they make
GPS Matamaka.
money,” he said.
Pitisi Langaoi, Principal, said through its training
MORDI provides both skills training and the
concept of making money.

“MORDI’s been a big help for the community
because most did not finish school. Now with
MORDI projects and handicraft, they’re very eager
to collect shells and make their own (handicrafts)
and make money,” she said.

This education and enthusiasm is being passed
from adults to children, with the GPS Matamaka
students now keenly involved in raising funds for
their own education.
ENDS

Photo: Mr. Mosese Ma’asi with his class.
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Photo: Hunga Women’s Group booth waiting for the Cruise Ship arrival on February 24, 2010.

HERE COMES THAT RAINY DAY FEELING AGAIN
The women of the Motu District have done
such a great job in working towards capacity
building as a group that they have gone as far
as taking in their workmanship together as a
group to the capital in Neiafu. Women from
the communities of Hunga, Ovaka, Nuapapu,
Matamaka, Lape, Taunga, Kapa, ‘Otea, Ofu
and ‘Olo’ua have worked together after their
life skills training as part of their drive for a
stronger more self sufficient outer island
community. In the past newsletters MORDI
has shown you innovative ways that the
women and youth have come up with in
order to restore handicraft making back in
their communities as a part of reconstructing
their economies. These very same women,
got on boats and travelled to their
neighbouring islands in order to share the
wealth of knowledge that they possess but at
the same time learn new skills from their
counterparts.

After learning and upscaling from each other,
the women decided that they would work
together on a marketing strategy to try and
sell their products to cruise liners scheduled
to arrive Neiafu on the in early 2011. The
women had made a range of products that
were compact in size and easy to carry like
fridge magnets, ear rings and hair combs all
made of natural resources found on their
islands. There were even tie dyed shirts and
sarongs that looked like something out of the
hippie era but when you’re on holiday in a
tropical Pacific Island, it tends to bring out the
hippie that was hiding inside you all along.
The Vava’u Tourism Association recognized
the efforts of the women that they invited
them again to showcase during the ‘Eva Mai
tourism week where tourist operators and
wholesalers were invited into Vava’u for
promotional purposes.

Photo: Mr. Kelekolio Sete from Lape Community assisting the women from Motu with their
sales.

However, the MORDI Motu District
women were not as successful as they
had hoped over the past two months
with the visiting cruise liners that they
placed so much high hopes on. The
sales were meagre largely due to the
language barrier between the locals and
the European visitors and because their
work had not been labelled properly to
include prices and other information,
they were not as marketable. From that
experience the women went back to
their islands armed with a new stance,
they would label their work carefully
and include all prices on every single
handicraft they make no matter how
small because numeracy is a universal
language.

They knew they needed more
marketing skills as far as advertising
and making their products more
appealing not only to the tourist but to
the locals as well.
With a little more marketing skills and a
lot more innovative developments,
these women can always turn even
their down time into a learning
experience. That’s why Vava’u is
known as the heart of the Kingdom.
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Photo: Lecture Room at Matamaka Community.

E.M JONES Limited, Ministry of Fisheries, JICA and MORDI Tonga
proves that many hands are better than one!
It was once said by a famous documenter of Pacific
seafaring, that the canoes of the Pacific seafarers
will become the spaceships on tomorrow’s
highways. While the Pacific Ocean remains as
unpredictable as it was some thousand years ago,
the canoes of yesterday are replaced by roaring
Yamaha outboard motor engines sparking quite a
traffic flow on the open waters, especially on
Fridays, when the outer island dwellers who come
to the main islands to work or go to school head
back home for the weekend. Saturdays aren’t any
different when isolated island dwellers come into
town with their market crops in the hopes of selling
enough to buy a weekend feast of imported meat
and then on Sunday, students and workers return
to the main islands in anticipation of yet another
hard working week.
Like anywhere else on the planet where the push
for development is bashed into the logic of both
young and old, there are wastelands of mechanical
equipment that lay in graveyards because owners
cannot afford to fix its faults or know the first rule
of maintenance.

With the establishment of MORDI Tonga in 2007,
MORDI communities identified outboard motor
maintenance and repair as an urgent need to be
addressed. 95% of the outboard motors on the
Lulunga and Motu District waters are Yamaha and
E.M Jones is the only licensed distributor of Yamaha
outboard motors in the Kingdom of Tonga. In 20082009, MORDI Tonga tried to engage the interest of
E.M Jones as the sole distributor to take their
service out to the isolated communities that buy
and use their products on an everyday basis but to
no avail.
In 2010, MORDI Tonga again presented E.M Jones
with a proposal of taking out a mobile Yamaha
clinic to the outer islands as a marketing strategy to
sell their by products along with other new and
improved Yamaha outboard motors on the market.
Mr. Nathan Rewi, Manager of E.M Jones assured
MORDI that the cost of taking their products out to
the isolated communities cost money and in this
economic recession, every penny counted.

Photo: Session on outboard motor lubrication system in ‘Otea

MORDI Tonga, by pure chance, came upon a
Japanese Overseas Cooperation Volunteer (JOCV)
stationed in Ha’apai who worked for seven years as
an outboard motor specialist for Yamaha and is
now volunteering his service to the Ministry of
Fisheries (MOF) Tonga. The JOCV was approached
by MORDI Tonga for his skill and knowledge is
highly valued by the fishermen and boat owners of
Lulunga and Motu district.

Facilitating and fostering a growing relationship
between the communities and the Private sector,
Government Ministries and NGOs is a vital link in
the success of community development.
Convenience plays a major role in this link, acting
as the grease that keeps a motor chugging,
communities are willing to spend their hard earned
cash on services that are readily available at their
door step, services that give them a leg up on the
rat race towards economic empowerment and
After careful deliberation between the MORDI globalization, if the service providers are willing to
Tonga, MOF and E.M Jones, the parties came into meet them halfway.
agreement that should E.M Jones take their service
out to the outer islands, the communities will in
KEY FACTS:
turn purchase the necessary spare parts and
equipment needed to upgrade and maintain their
№ of Yamaha Motors: 110
outboard motors.
In turn the communities will be better equipped to
sail the open waters in safety and the livelihood of
the communities are protected. It is extremely
important for MORDI Tonga to exit out of each
isolated community with confidence that projects
acquired during the program period will be
sustainable for future usage and development.

№ of Mercury Motors: 11
№ of Johnson Motors: 5
№ of Sony Motors:

2

№ of Nissan Motors:

3

№ of Ford Motors:

1

If services are not convenient then development
hinders alongside the rusting outboard motors
lying in open graves on the sand banks of these
isolated island communities. Jones Industries have
found a new market and have already arranged
future trips to Lulunga and Motu district without
the facilitating hand of MORDI Tonga.
While we hope that the rush to help the outer
island communities doesn’t look like a lineup of
Chinese convenience stores along Taufa’ahau Road,
there is a glimmer of hope in knowing that the
communities are armed with skills and expert
knowledge offered through extensive trainings that
arms them with the wisdom to sift through the
rubble and save their islands from drowning in
technological gadgets that they can’t fix or use.

Photo: Koichi and Tauleva during training
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Photo: Petani & Mu’a Community Canoe

CANOE CARVING TRAINING – NIUAFO’OU ISLAND
Catholic priest Father Callet introduced the tilapia to Vailahi
years ago to help supplement food sources for families in the
island who did not own a boat to go out deep sea fishing or
knew how to fish in the open waters of the surrounding sea.
With the introduction of the tilapia, all a person really
needed was a small net and he could catch enough fish to
feed his family for at least two or three meals. The tilapia
population has grown since Father Callet’s time and has been
a main staple in the diet of the Niuafo’ou population.

KEY FACT ABOUT NIUAFO’OU:
№ of Households:

175

Population:

650

Men:

286

Women:

364

People (usually women and youth) fish for tilapia using nets
by swimming out at least 15m into the Crater Lake while
others would swim around with sticks splashing the water to
direct the tilapia into the nets. After depositing the nets in
the lake, the women and youth swim back and wait on the
banks for a couple of hours before swimming out again to
bring in their net. This practice means that those fishing for
tilapia are usually wet for long periods of up to 6 hours.
When MORDI Tonga Trust came into Niuafo’ou and helped
the locals develop a development plan, this was one of the
problems they encountered while tilapia fishing.

Photo: Fr. Pauli Ta’ai blessing the Canoe on the launching

“Our answer to Food Security”
Photo: Tongamama’o Town Officer leading his Community carving of their Canoe.

Some of the youth and women would sometimes
catch a severe cold and even have recurring flulike symptoms and even catch acute pneumonia
because of the prolonged dampened conditions.
The solution that they came up with was to build
traditional canoes known as popao to aid the
women and youths in their efforts without being
soaked all day. Not only would the popao help the
locals keep dry but it would help lessen the
amount of people needed to go tilapia fishing as
it involves a lot of swimming and dragging.
Food security is a major concern for the island
that has a population of 650 people. Without
proper nutrients and with the growing
dependency on imported canned goods there is
an urge from the Ministry of Health and other
Government offices to encourage people to
return to organic crops and food sources.

Photo: Youth of Petani Community take charge of carving
their canoe.

Popao carving started in September with Niuafo’ou being
the first district to undergo popao training for basic
usage. Due to the abundance in tilapia, having popaos in
each village should ensure that each household will not
only have crops from their own farms but will now have
tilapia readily available for each and every meal. The
popao carving training has been a hit with both old and
young as the older generation have come out to join the
youth by offering their knowledge passed down from
their fathers. The youth are happy to carve the popao that
will help them bring in a lot more fish than they can just
by swimming and welcome the ease of burden.
Photo: Kolofo’ou Town Officer proudly showing
off the Community Canoe.

Niuafo’ou Communities are planning to launch all popao
on the 4 November 2010 with a total of eight popaos, one
per village.
Each community has established a popao committee to
formulate rules for each popao and be in charge of
maintaining them. MORDI is working very closely with
the MAFFF at Niuafo’ou on this project as they are the
Government Ministry that directly deals with food
security.
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ARTS AND CRAFTS TRAINING “IMPROVING THE OLD WITH
INNOVATIVE THINKING”
Whatever tale got you to buy the souvenirs in your house and
the house of other keen souvenir collectors, has kept local
souvenir handicraft operators in business for years passed and
years to come. It is this symbiotic relationship that keeps
everything going. So you don’t want to just buy any old
raggedy looking artifact, you want to buy something nice to
look at, something perfect that the gods themselves would
have carved for themselves.
Something so exquisite that you yourself can’t make or
replicate, something so good it feels like you’re making a steal
because it’s one of a kind and it’s the only one you’ve seen so
far and of course – it won’t break the scale at check in.
FACTABOUT THE CRAFTING TRAINING:
Total № of Women Train:

51

Total № of Youth Train:

49

Total № of Community Participate: 15

Tongans are known for their long 20ft mats and 50ft
tapas that no other Pacific islanders make. As exquisite as
that may sound, lugging around a 50ft tapa on a
worldwide trip does not sound too appealing. That’s
when improvisation came in with Board of Trustee Vice
Chairman Mr. Minoru Nishi suggesting that communities
downsize and diversify their products while paying
special attention to how the products are being made and
look.
Photo: Training participants of Hunga

Photo: Trainees with the ‘seis’ they made

They were told to keep an eye out on what tourists are
buying and why they are purchasing such handicrafts. An
External Service Provider (ESP) was also sought out in
order to train these women and youth on innovative ways
of reproducing miniatures of large handicrafts such as
woven mats and painted tapas. Hu’ahulu Ha’unga was
conducting a tie dye training in Hunga when the team
learned about her skills as a life skills trainer on arts and
crafts. She was drafted by MORDI Tonga Trust in August
to conduct an Arts and Crafts Training in Lulunga.
As a result of the training in Lulunga, the women were
taught on utilizing left over pandanus from their weaving
that they would otherwise have thrown out, to make small
crafts such as bookmarks, refrigerator stickers and ear
rings made out of local materials that were free such as
panadanus, tapa or fau.

Creating small flowers out of local material that
didn’t need to go thru quarantine upon leaving the
country or strain the weight conscious tourist yet
looked impeccable enough to belong inside the
Pope’s rose garden is no small feat.
Quality handicrafts expertly made to withstand
the test of time and tell a thousand stories in a
lifetime or two is certainly worth picking up and
taking with you the next time you pop out on a
little vacation. You can either tell a tale of ancient
mythological creatures or you can talk about the
lives of hundreds of women and youth who are
unemployed and working truly hard to earn a
living and buy everyday items that we sometimes
take for granted.

We talk of hardships and unemployment on the
global market but you have seen these on a local
scale where the price of toiletries is ridiculously
overpriced you would need to sell three of four
bookmarks just to buy quality soap that is not
made in China in some brazen factory where
quality is not an issue. At least then when you pick
up your local souvenir you would feel good about
purchasing something that would just sit on your
wall without anyone to see.

Photo: Trainees from Falehau Community

Women of rural isolated communities
served by MORDI Tonga Trust are
usually the breadwinners in their
households but their efforts are not
documented because of the small
amounts of money that they bring in
daily. The men are more documented
for their efforts because they bring in a
sizeable amount of money in a day’s
work such as the crops they sell at the
markets on Saturdays or the fish they
catch and weigh in a single day. To a
modernized feminist this is chauvinistic
behavior and should be eradicated but
when you ask the women of these
communities if this is what they want,
you would be surprised to know that
they are not in it for the glory they are
in it for the wellbeing of their families
and if documenting their earnings will
mean more money for them to earn in
the near future then that is great but if
it doesn’t, then why bother.

It is measured not by how much you
make or earn it is measured by how
prepared you are as a woman for your
call of duty when you are required to
bring out your fine mats and tapas at
the birth of your child, their birthday,
their wedding, their children’s births
and even to the death of your closest
loved ones. Money does not wrap a
baby’s placenta for burial, tapa does.
Money does not buy you everything nor
does it buy you happiness and money
certainly isn’t everything when it comes
to these communities.

It does however buy everyday
commodities and pay for their
children’s school fees and therein lies
their future. If it wasn’t for the future of
their children they would not have the
need to sell handicrafts and persuade
tourists to help them in their plight.
We’re all struggling with the economic
recession, maybe some more so than
Most of these women and youths others, but one thing that we all have in
without jobs weave for a living but common is that we’re all looking out for
mostly they make crafts because it is a the
welfare
of
our
children.
hobby and traditionally, this is what
women have done in the past and how
Tongan wealth is measured.
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Photo: Women of Vaipoa Community.
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Threading their economies back together, one stitch at a time
In a time when the global economic crisis echoes throughout the globe, there is no boundary to what is
traditionally male or female as roles can be reversed and currency doesn’t seem to mind who it is handled by.
MORDI Tonga has managed 25 communities under
their small grant from IFAD since its formal
establishment in February 2007 and with the
helping hand of an NZAid grant for 2010. When the
Program was first introduced there were usually
formalized town meetings held with the permission
and help of the town officers so that a majority of
the village will attend the meeting as it was
significant for the development of their Community
Development Plan that would later become a
beacon for the efforts to alleviate them from their
state of hardship.
Sometimes their time is compensated for,
sometimes it is not, according to ‘Ana ‘Uliafa of
‘Otea, the time spent in the town hall meeting could
have been better served at her weaving floor where
she earns her living.

Informal gatherings replace formal settings
Instead of taking them away from their everyday
tasks to attend formalized meetings, they could
remain where they are whether it was weaving in
the town hall or weeding their taro patches, the
MORDI Tonga team made the effort to go out into
the community and observe them at their work
stations. This gave the team sufficient information
and proper documentation either through their
conversations with one another or through open
discussions with each group about their present
issues, past achievements, success stories and
shortfalls of their projects. Once the team has
gathered all the information needed, they move on
to find the next group of women or youth, whether
they are out mowing lawns or planting vegetables,
the team goes to where the community members
are.

Not wanting to strain the communities with a
choice of non attendance MORDI Tonga had to find
a solution.
FACTABOUT THE KNITTING TRAINING:

Photo: Women of ‘Otea Community during their
knitting session.

Total № of Women Train:

221

Total № of Youth Train:

71

Total № of Men Train:

2

Total № of Community Participate:

18

MORDI Tonga gathers their information
and the groups get to continue on with
what they are doing. It’s a win- win
situation and one that is most welcomed
by the communities.
The safety and comfort they feel offers a
sense of trust and openness that is not
found in a large formal gathering. It may
be a lot more work for the team to
shoulder but the data collected and
lessons learned so far outweighs the
burden of hopping from one side of the
island to the other. The informal exchange
and sharing of knowledge goes beyond the
classroom setting into one involving
exchanges from one island community to
the next, literally island hopping from
Lape to Nuapapu to Hunga to Ofu and
Olo’ua.
The locals have taken a firmer grip on
their own advancements by not waiting
around for the team to initiate knowledge
sharing; instead they have taken their
boats out to the sea and are sharing what
they learn in the hope that they may learn
something new from their neighbors. Lape
community
with
its
undersized
community swept in TOP$3,000.00 (six
cruise liners within the months of January
– June 2010) with their reinvention of
local handicrafts for cruise liner tourists.

Innovation is a giant leap when it comes to
taking a $2.00 knitting needle spinning
free local yarn around it with borrowed
patterns and they find themselves selling
knitted waist mats at $150.00 - $400.00
not only in their local market but on a
global scale thanks to social networks like
Bebo and Facebook that connects them to
their peers in New Zealand, Australia and
the United States.
The youth and women of Motu District are
now armed with a needle, embroidery
ring and some clothing dye in a movement
aimed at tackling their financial hardships
and unemployment by exposing their
skills to their neighboring islands and the
rest of the world.
MORDI Tonga supplies them with their
basic and initial materials and all they
have to do is show up and learn from the
experts. Once training is completed, they
can pretty much step out and try their skill
at anything they can find worth
transforming.

Money has been found in the backyards of
those without lawn mowers as the Finemataanga Group have found out and the
best organic Caesar salads are now free
from the organic gardens of the
Makamaka Women’s Group. There is
money made and money saved when you
show a little innovation and initiative.

Photo: Taking matters into their own hands by share based
initiatives

Threading their economies together
without prejudice
While
knitting
and
sewing
are
traditionally a female task, the men have
lent a helping hand by finding local
materials to help with the knitting which
is found in the bark of the fau trees that
grow wild in the bush allotments. Some
men have even joked that if their wives,
daughters or sisters can’t make the weekly
knit they will be more than willing to step
up and take charge of the needle. In a time
when the global economic crisis echoes
throughout the globe, there is no
boundary to what is traditionally male or
female as roles can be reversed and
currency doesn’t seem to mind who it’s
handled by.

This three phased training program has
proven successful and will soon be
experienced in the other communities of
Lulunga and Niuafo’ou Districts. It is not
just expensive waistmats that are being
knitted or pillow cases being threaded
into a colorful existence, the women of
Lape have reinvented local handicrafts
such as woven purses and horses made
out of mat and colored fau. With new
manual hand winding sewing machines,
the women of Lape are sewing their
economy back into place. A little thread
and a cheap needle have certainly changed
lives when it is held by the right hand and
a highly imaginative mind.
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Stories from the field

EMERGENCY RESPONSES TRAINEES TESTED
WITHIN HOURS
What started as a simple journey to
attend a funeral became a terrifying
life and death struggle for 39 men,
women and children after rough
seas swamped their seriously
overloaded fishing boat en route to
the remote island of Ovaka in Vava’u.
Darkness was not far away on the
evening of August 11, 2010, when
the captain of the 22-foot Anakea
headed out from the main island of
Neiafu in the Vava’u Group. Heading
into rising seas, the boat was just
over half way to Ovaka when it
began taking on water. The decision
was made to off-load some
passengers on the nearby island of
Nuapapu to lighten the load.
But it was too little, too late. Riding
low in the water, the boat turned and
was quickly swamped by waves
fanned by 25-knot wind gusts. The
passengers – many of whom could
not swim – spilled into the sea.

There was little time to pass out life
jackets, and there were too few to go
around
anyway.
Desperate
passengers grabbed whatever they
could to stay afloat, while those who
could swim made for nearest reef.
The first ashore ran to the nearby
Matamaka Community to raise the
alarm.
In an amazing stroke of luck for the
passengers, Matamaka Community
had just completed an Emergency
Response Training course organised
with the help of MORDI in
partnership with the Tonga Red
Cross trainer and was on hand to
immediately help co-ordinate a
rescue.
Trainees from four communities
were on the course and all had
previously completed first aid
training. They headed out in two
rescue boats to put their new skills
to use.

For one passenger, however, a
15-year-old
schoolgirl
from
Vava’u, little could be done – she
had slipped below the surface
before rescuers arrived and
despite the efforts of the Red
Cross trainer, she could not be
resuscitated.
All other passengers were helped
ashore and the critically injured
were transferred to hospital.

Response courses for remote
islandes, says one of the
Community Facilitator from Motu
District Sione ‘Atu. “This was the
third serious boating accident to
occur in our region in over the
past 12 months.” He says that
small boats such as the Anakea
are the main form of transport for
remote island residents:
“They are the taxis of the sea.”

The Anakea tragedy underlines
the desperate need for First Aid,
Boat Safety and Emergency

Photo: Rescuers rushing to the aide of MV Anakea passengers clinging on for dear life as Anakea has sunk into
the abyss

However, all too often, basic boat
safety rules are sacrificed by cashstrapped islanders eager to
transport as many passengers and
cargo as they can on each
crossing.
Preliminary reports on the Anakea
sinking underline common failings
that lead to such tragedies: the boat
was

seriously

overloaded;

the

captain set out despite worsening
weather; life saving equipment was
inadequate; some passengers did
not know how to swim; and an
inexperienced crew member was at
the helm when the critical decision
to divert to Nuapapu was made.

The
Matamaka
Emergency
Response course was the second
of a three-phase programme run
by MORDI. Phase one is First Aid
Training, phase two is Emergency
Response Training and the third
phase is Disaster Response
Training.
The courses are conducted in four
stations that, together, cover the 11
communities MORDI works with.
Station One covers the Island of
Hunga, while Station Two takes in
the communities of Matamaka,
Nuapapu, Lape and Ovaka.
FACTABOUT THE ERT TRAINING:
Total № of Women Train:

26

Total № of Youth Train:

15

Total № of Men Train:

13

Total № of Community Participate: 9

Station Three includes ‘Otea, Falevai, Kapa and Taunga, with
Station Four servicing Ofu and Olo’ua.
Phase one first aid training was completed for all communities
at the beginning of 2010, phase two is now underway and
phase three will be completed early in 2011.
“The passengers aboard the Anakea were from Neiafu, part of
the main island of Vava’u which is not covered by MORDI
training,” says Sione ‘Atu. “The message we got from those
involved in the rescue was that this tragedy would never have
happened had the captain been more responsible and the
passengers been aware of the danger they were being placed
in.”
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Stories from the field

CLOSE ENCOUNTER
Even from the other side of the
harbour the road linking Hunga
community to its jetty at the foot of
a steep cliff is clearly visible. A twolane, concrete strip enclosed by low
walls, the road looks almost alien –
certainly not something I expected
to see on a remote island in Tonga’s
Vava’u group.
Standing at the foot of the road, you
realise just how steep the island is
and get some inkling of why this
community of 242 decided that
building a road was their top
development priority.

For many years, I was told, they had
asked the government for help with
access to the sea  their only
physical link to the outside world.
And for many years they continued
to carry everything – large and small
– up and down a treacherous mud
track to the community.

THE AUTHOR:
New
Zealand
University
student Mr. Ken Lewis visited
the remote island of Hunga in
the Vava’u Group as part of
research for a Master’s thesis.
He provides some impressions
of his three-day stay.

That was until 2007 when together
they decided to wait no more and
build the road themselves. The
decision was made while drawing
up a three-year development plan
for the community and it was
agreed that a road to help transport
goods to and from the jetty was
crucial for economic growth.

FACTABOUT HUNGA:
Total Population:
Total Land Area:
Population Density:
№ Household:
Distance from Neiafu:

242 [123 MEN / 119 WOMEN]
4.69 km²
Estate Holder:
Hon. Fulivai
51.6 densities / sq km²
Hon. Fakatoufifita
56
20.08 km
Distance from Nuku’alofa: 309.27 km

To make this aspiration a reality, they raised
US$100,000 by pooling their own money and
gathering donations from relatives overseas. Within
a year and 4 months the road was built. It’s an
inspiring story and one both the Hunga community
and MORDI should be proud of.
Just a week before I arrived at the island, I had
never heard of the Tongan NGO, Hunga or its road. I
was in the Kingdom looking at communication
strategies deployed by development agencies as
part of a Master’s thesis in Development Studies at
Victoria University. NZAID suggested I contact
MORDI’s Tonga Trust General Manager Soane
Patolo in the capital, Nuku’alofa.
After discussing my project, he suggested I join his
team on a training expedition to Vava’u scheduled
for the following week. How could I refuse?

Photo: Deputy Prime Minister of Tonga and Minister
of Health lends a helping hand as a member of Hunga
Community during the Road Construction.

“The future of Hunga Community”
Community spirit
Hunga Community Facilitator, Sione ‘Atu, was
an excellent guide and interpreter during my
three-day stay. He ensured I spoke with all the
community members I wanted to and answered
any questions I had.

Of course, the road was the most obvious
example, but just as important were the
income-generating
community
vegetable
gardens, the women’s weaving group and youth
employment projects.

I was immediately impressed by the attitude of District Facilitator ‘Alamoti Tautakitaki,
the community. There was a strong sense of explained that before MORDI arrived, they were
used to a “hit and run” approach from donor
pride in their projects.
agencies – an approach that seemed devoid of
long-term sustainability. “The Canada Fund
came and gave us free concrete water tanks for
each home,” he said. “They installed them and
left.”

.

“Women of Hunga are the money maker for the families through weaving”
But after about a year, many of the tanks had
cracked, although the community had no idea
they could be repaired again with fresh
cement. Soon more families came to rely on
fewer tanks belonging to their neighbours.
What had started as a significant improvement
in water supplies became something of a
curse.

Unity

Hunga seems to have achieved the right mix of
leadership and community unity. Of course,
some issues will always test its resolve – the
island’s remoteness, access to markets and
influence of an increasingly global culture to
name a few. But I also detected a strong
awareness of the dependency that illLikewise, European Union (EU) had provided considered development projects can create
each Hunga house with solar electric panels, and a shared determination within the
but the batteries were hard to replace and community to roll this back and to stand on
their own feet.
soon the panels too fell into disrepair.
My accommodation was another example of
well-meaning, if ill-considered projects: a wellbuilt, modern medical clinic also funded by the
EU in partnership with the Tongan
Government.
Unfortunately, no medical staff or equipment
had ever materialised and Hunga residents
still travel by boat to the main island of Neiafu
to see a doctor. One resident explained that
the community was left feeling bitter about
these projects. Their inability to make repairs
left them feeling like helpless children
beholden to the donor agencies.

This is being achieved through a level of
community involvement and decision-making
that is almost unheard of in New Zealand and
would be the envy of community leaders and
workers around the world.
This, however, is also Hunga’s greatest
vulnerability: if that unity and sense of
community disappears, then so too will many
of the collective gains residents have made.
As time goes on, this seems less likely as
community decision-making simply becomes a
normal part of day-to-day life.

Community champions
Not so with their own projects.
Together, they decided what had to
be done and how to do it. They feel
ownership – not only because the
decisions were theirs, but because a
quarter of the financial cost was also
borne
by
the
community.
Compulsory community financial
contributions are not unique to
MORDI projects, but the level seems
to be. Other NGOs and donors, such
as AusAID, cite discretionary
contributions of around 10 per cent
from communities.
Leadership was another issue I
quickly realised played a central role
in Hunga’s development agenda.
Several community members have
significant leadership roles and it
was evident that these ‘champions’
are key to the success of community
projects.

‘Alamoti Tautakitai was an obvious
leader: a retired teacher, he had
lived for many years in the capital
Nuku’alofa. He is articulate and well
versed in working effectively with
groups. Other leaders, such as Sione
‘Atu, have grown into their
leadership
roles
on
various
community group committees as
projects have developed.
But it was the role played by the
Town Officer that seemed pivotal to
the Hunga story. I was already
wanting to see how existing political
structures
contributed
to
development projects and it was
quickly clear that the attitude of
Hunga’s Government representative
was central to the community’s
success.

Photo: Hunga Health Committee receiving certificate after completion of the
Emergency Response Training (ERT)

The Town Officer not only represents
the government on the island, he is also
the community’s representative to the
government. This elected position has
considerable power and can strongly
influence a community’s development.
With little direct oversight, there is real
potential for the role to be used for
personal gain or the enrichment of a
preferred clique. Town Officers are also
often the wealthiest members of a
community, the ones who have time and
resources to devote to the role, but not
necessarily a great understanding of all
community issues. It was easy to see
how this might lead to disengagement
from the decision-making process by
many community members.

As Town Officer, Napa’a still holds
considerable power, such as calling
community fono (meetings) and a veto
over how community funds are spent.
So, rather than setting up a parallel
political structure, MORDI has embraced
the existing Town Officer role and even
strengthened
it
by
creating a
complementary tier of decision making
and community involvement.

Town Officer
Napa’a Halatanu was elected Town
Officer of Hunga in 2004 and has
remained
unopposed
over
two
subsequent elections.
He seemed highly regarded by the
community and is a strong supporter of
the community decision-making process
encouraged by MORDI. “Before people
did not make decisions. With the
community model, everyone is happy
because they can make decisions, they
have input. They are all responsible for
what the community does.”
This, he says, makes his job easier,
because the responsibility for the
successes and blame for failures is
shared by everyone.

Photo: Napa’a Halatanu a captain of his boat and a
captain of Hunga Community.
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Stories from the field

Photo: HE Dr. Jonathan Austin with the Community of Matamaka after the Community Meeting

AN AUSTRALIAN BUSINESS VOLUNTEER’S
SHAKY EXPERIENCE IN VAVA’U
Have you ever sat cross-legged on the For example, many Tongan women are
floor for about three hours in one day?
highly skilled with handicrafts but with
the addition of MORDI training they are
It’s painful if you’re not used to it. I could now making products tailor-made to
hardly walk by day’s end and was a bit tourist trends and, as a result, have
shaky on my legs (the earthquake tremor significantly increased their sales.
the day prior didn’t help either!)
For example, many Tongan women are
But it was worth it; to have the highly skilled with handicrafts but with
opportunity to join four remote Vava’u the addition of MORDI training they are
communities in their traditional way of now making products tailor-made to
sitting for Town Meetings, and listen to tourist trends and, as a result, have
their hopes and aspirations.
significantly increased their sales.
I was there with MORDI as part of its tour Another example was at Vava’u’s smallest
for the NZ High Commissioner to secure community, Lape. With the help of MORDI
ongoing funding from New Zealand.
they purchased a wheelbarrow and used
it ‘for hire’ to raise more funds for a
Each community spoke about ways they second barrow – proudly making this a
are working with MORDI to improve their long-term sustainable project for the
local villages and schools by using local community.
resources in new ways to earn money.

I was impressed to hear how so many of
these projects were succeeding and
becoming sustainable, unlike many other
aid-funded projects in the past.
The locals expressed their pride and passion
for their projects.
By sitting and listening to the communities,
it became clear to me that these successes
are the result of MORDI’s approach of letting
communities decide on their own projects.
I heard how MORDI staff visit remote
communities and sit with their Town Officer
and representatives to discuss their needs
and create a three year plan for progress.
This plan is community led with MORDI
providing support. Each community then
contributes some start-up funds and takes
ownership.
This is a different approach to what has
often happened in the past, when aid was
donated in full and spent on projects
sometimes decided by consultants or
committees (some who may never have
visited the island they were assisting, or
even Tonga!).

Matamaka Island, where international aid
funded a well-constructed wharf located on
the beach between two villages. I could
understand the logic of having one wharf to
serve two villages as it is more efficient and
less expensive than each village having its
own.
However,
given
the
limited
accessibility to the wharf neither village
used it. Since then, each village has built its
own small, rickety wharf that is used daily
while the large wharf built using
international aid lays dormant and unused.
Community buy-in seems central to success
and sustainability.
Having aid organisations provide completed
works may attract two common ‘hiccups’,
according to the conversations I had with
some of the Vava’u locals: the project is not
relevant to the needs or maintenance ability
of the local community, or the community
may not appreciate the high value of the
project as it was given to them for free.

Photo: HE Dr. Jonathan Austin outside Lape Community Town Hall after meeting with the
Community.

MORDI addresses both these potential
issues by having each community decide and
part-fund its own projects.
The MORDI staff also do many follow-up
visits during implementation to provide
support.
And it’s no easy task for MORDI staff to visit
these remote and vulnerable communities
on their shoestring budget. Often they travel
for days on ferries sleeping on cargo in the
open air, then arriving at their destination
and eating crackers for dinner before
sleeping on the town hall floor. And that’s
not mentioning the hours spent on open
seas in small boats being pounded by waves
and bad weather, or the days and weeks
spent away from their own families.
It seems everyone wants to work hard to
ensure these community-generated projects
are successful and sustainable – both MORDI
and the communities themselves.
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Photo: Returning back to the Boat after the Meeting with Matamaka
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High Seas

Photo: HE Dr. Jonathan Austin with the Community of Matamaka after the Community Meeting

The NZ High Commissioner Dr

HIGH SEAS
Jonathan Austin is no stranger to the
Friendly Islands, having worked here
just over 10 years ago.
Now he’s back, this time as High
Commissioner
and
still
keenly
interested in the local communities, in
particular the work being done by
MORDI that is partly funded by New
Zealand.
When working in Tonga he’d visited
every inhabited island in the Kingdom
with the exception of about four,
including Lape. He’s now visited Lape
thanks to his recent tour through
Vava’u organised by MORDI.

The High Commissioner visited four
islands on the tour: ‘Otea, Matamaka,
Lape and Hunga. During each visit he
sat in Town Meetings alongside the
MORDI General Manager, Soane Patolo
and the MORDI Board’s new Director
Minoru Nishi, and spoke to the
community about what they had
achieved in partnership with MORDI.

“The reason we’ve come here is
because the New Zealand Government
gives a lot of money to MORDI to help
with
communities,”
the
High
Commissioner said.
“So I was interested to see the work
MORDI has been doing and to hear
from you about what you think of
MORDI’s work,” he said.

The communities responded with many
views, all positive, such as Lape which
praised MORDI for empowering and
encouraging them to think of their own
successful ideas using local resources to
generate income. One local said MORDI
has helped the community to think
about and realise their potential.
The High Commissioner commented to
one community that “one of the things
we like about MORDI is that, firstly, it’s
up to you to decide what you want to
do”. He added the second advantage
was that through MORDI, each
community must contribute some of
their own funds to their own projects.

This encourages ownership
sustainability of projects.

and

At one island the locals cheekily asked if
the High Commissioner could waive the
25% funding the community needed to
provide for its project but he explained
that would not be fair to other
communities who do contribute funds.
Everybody
laughed
when
the
community then promised to keep it a
secret if he approved the extra funding!
“MORDI has the criteria to help you do
what you have to do,” he said.
ENDS

Photo: Tukula- ‘i-namo, NZ High Commissioner, Minoru and town officer of
Matamaka inspecting projects funded by MORDI Tonga at Matamaka Community
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Photo: Teachers of Motu District during the induction training for the new technology

EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY
Children are the biggest assets a nation
can have; they are the hope for the
world’s future. As cliché as the term may
be, it is one of that MORDI Tonga does not
turn a blind eye towards. Working in
collaboration with P.T.A (Parent’s
Teacher’s Association) of Motu District,
Lulunga District and the Niuafo’ou
District, they launched project aiming for
the betterment of primary schools within
these districts. The goal was to purchase
each primary school something most
learning institutions take for granted. A
photocopier machine, a laptop and a
generator, something so minute is a
godsend to these schools. It could mean

the difference to teachers and delivering
lessons not only effectively but efficiently
as well. In turn, the learning status of
these children can progress to a more
upscale level. It is also intended to ease
the strain on parents in having to obtain
school materials for a child. With the aid
of the new tools, teachers would be able
to type up notes, photocopy and
distribute them to students. This allowed
teachers more time to spend with
students in revising a day’s work and
what not, as opposed to rushed classes
due to limited resources and time
constraints.

FACTABOUT PRIMARY SCHOOL – MOTU DISTRICT OF VAVA’U:
Total No. of School:
11
Total Population:
168 [77 Boys / 91 Girls]
Total No. Teachers:
18

Photo: Teachers of Niuafo’ou District during
the induction training for the new technology

The initial step into bringing the
project to life, was having the P.T.A
set up a separate bank account. This
secured the future means of
procuring new equipment to replace
the existing equipment and maintain
the upkeep of the equipment.
The teachers and part of the P.T.A
were to undergo a training to learn
how to operate and maintain the
equipment. As a final step in
ensuring sustainability to the
project, a one year contract was to
be signed by the P.T.A and the
supplier for routine maintenance
service of the project. The one year
contract of course is open for
renewal.
Community Development Plans are
problems that are identified by the
community that they wish to
immediately address with the help
of MORDI Tonga. Top of the list was
education or lack thereof, for the
children of the communities. The
standard of education, by the
communities’
perspective,
has
declined and so has the school
administration’s ability to deliver on
what an ideal educational system
should be. There are a higher
number of children dropping out

Teachers and members of the P.T.A
then had to build a relationship with
the supplier of the equipments for
engagements
pertaining
to
maintenance or replacement of
equipments.
due to many other factors such as no
scholarships or the school was too
far. Some communities may not have
accessible roads from a village to the
school, and so travel to and fro
became too much of a hassle
eventually leading to children
dropping out of school. For others,
school simply was too far from the
village. Other underlying causes
were the lack of teachers, and for
most teachers, passing up these
posts were often due to no
residential houses provided for
them. Amidst all this there was the
state of the primary schools
themselves that were in bigger
disarray. Fences that bordered the
school keeping children at bay and
safe from harm are deteriorating.
The classrooms themselves are in a
sad state, an unlikely environment
to encourage learning. Lessons were
not up to par because there was a
lack of schooling materials and very
poor school tools and equipments.
In support of the Millennium
Development Goals and Strategic
Development Plan 8, this project
brings these communities children
one step closer to achieving primary
education.

Photo: Class Six of Ovaka GPS doing their exercise that was prepare by the teachers a
day before, using the new equipments, while the teacher teach another class

MORDI Tonga is no stranger to what
the United Nations has developed with
what is known as the Millennium
Development Goals. Most if not all that
MORDI Tonga stands for, touches with
what MDG is moving to achieve. The
Strategic Development Plan 8 which
came about to urge Tonga to more

developed state of economic and social
wellbeing also shares a common bond
with MORDI Tonga. With this project,
it then becomes the ribbon that ties
the bow on every young child whom
benefited from this project. One small
step for a community became one
giant leap for the future of Tonga.

Pau’u Tu’iha’angana of Kotu island,
shares his story with us. A father of 5,
his children have all attended school
and finished. During the time in which
his children attended primary school,
he has never seen one return with any
school assignments nor a shred of
homework. It comes as much of a
pleasant surprise to him seeing his
two grandchildren return with
As hard as it is to believe, teachers in
the outer islands are overstretched,
even that may be somewhat of an
understatement.
Siosaia
Tone
Principal of GPS Ha’afeva says that
there are 2 teachers catering to their
young scholars. One oversees 1st to 3rd
graders, and the other for 4th to 6th
graders. Prior to the project, lessons
were written on the black board which
consumed so much time. However, due
to the success of the project, the
principal is now delighted to report on
so many advancements they have
made. The teachers now are able to
prepare lessons ahead of time through
the use of the laptop, photocopy them
and give these handouts to the
children. Time is better delegated to
each lesson and every grade during
and before class times. To add the
cherry on top, exam results from GPS
Ha’afeva has been very much fruitful
thanks to the assistance of the project.

homework after the project was
donated. It has not only transformed
the academic life of his two
grandchildren
attending
primary
school, but his as well. He has become
so immersed in assisting with
homework of his grand children; he
has given up his favourite pastime,
attending kava parties.
The primary school of ‘O’ua relays
their success from a previous
experiment. They, very much like
Ha’afeva’s Primary school had only
two teachers. The teachers were also
given the same amount of grades to
teach. After the project, things had
changed for the better. School work for
the children are better prepared and
delivered ahead of time. Should a
teacher be absent, the other can easily
step in with prepared work provided
by the former.
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Stories from the field

Photo: Disaster Management Committee of Petani, Niuafo’ou conducting drill of their Disaster Plan

DISASTER MANAGEMENT
The Pacific Community Focused
Integrated Disaster Risk Reduction
(DRR) Project was implemented in Fiji,
Solomonds, Tonga and Vanuatu from
2008 – 2011 by the National Council of
Churches in Australia, under AusAid
funding
aimed
at
integrating
community-focused
disaster
risk
reduction programs with existing
institutions
and
faith
based
organizations. When the Program was
implemented in the Tongan group, only
the main islands of the outer islands
benefitted from the trainings. When the
local representative of the Council of
Churches was approached by MORDI
Tonga to include their current
communities, it was made known that
there was a constraint in funding.

.

MORDI Tonga then drew up an
agreement with the Council of Churches
to co-fund the trainings 30/70 so that
the isolated and rural communities
under MORDI Tonga, who are often
most affected by natural disasters due
to their vulnerability, could be included.
This training was a vital one that
continued in line with work that we had
already carried out in collaboration
with local organizations such as the
Tonga Red Cross on First Aid
Emergency Relief. It was also an
opportune time for the communities to
get together and formulate their own
Emergency Response Plans which
included evacuation procedures to
certain parts of the communities that
were safe in times of various natural
hazards and set up their own
Emergency Response Committee. The
Plan brought the community together
to draft and run drills on their own
plans
before
finalizing
for
implementation.

The Government acknowledged the
Plans drawn up by each community and
endorsed it for Emergency use along
with linking the communities to the
National Emergency Management Office
(NEMO) set up on the main island of
Tongatapu. Communication between the
communities and NEMO for further
assistance could be carried out without
MORDI. Niuafo’ou went as far as
designing not only individual community
plans but a district Emergency Response
Plan. Before the community committees
were set up, Town Officers were in
charge of reporting disasters to the main
island and most often the community
was left to guess what was being done
from afar. With the set up of the
community committees each is made
aware of what has been done and
responses are made known throughout.
An emergency evacuation center was set
up for the first time in the village of
Fata’ulua, Niuafo’ou converting and
repairing their town hall with the
erection of a water tank.
Water tank projects were also
implemented
because
of
their
appearance on both the Development
Plan and mirrored in their Disaster
Management Plan. Capacity building
trainings were also held throughout the
first 25 communities upgrading their
knowledge on disaster identification as
well as their combating skills. Natural
disaster scenarios such as tsunamis,
hurricanes, volcanic eruptions and other
natural hazards were demonstrated and
matched with responses.

Out of the Disaster Management Plan
stemmed the Emergency Response and
Disaster Response handbooks tailored
for by each community. Because of the
latter inclusion of the remaining four to
the MORDI communities, a later date for
implementation will have to be
scheduled.
Disaster management projects often
overlook MORDI Tonga communities
because of their geographic isolation
making it a costly operation to carry out.
However those are the communities that
need the most knowledge on how to
combat and survive disasters due to
their isolation and lack of supporting
infrastructures. This has been the most
useful training that will be sustained and
upgraded throughout the MORDI
communities because it has been
designed and trialed by the communities
themselves.

Photo: Member of the Disaster Management Committee of Petani, marking House
that need to be evacuated during the disaster
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Stories from the field

Photo: Water Tanks provided by the RAINEX Group to the Community of Tafahi, Niuatoputapu

SOCIAL NETWORK AND IT’S ROLE IN DEVELOPMENT
When the MORDI Tonga Program was
set up it was known from the beginning
that there will be a time when the
Program would have to become self
sufficient and carry out its own fund
raising once the allocated time for the
set up and implementation was over.
The Program became a registered NGO
at the end of 2009, after its initial set up
in 2007, registering under MORDI Tonga
Trust with five board members. There
are over 60 000 digital pictures collected
in the MORDI Tonga archives over the
span of five years and to share the
plethora of photos a twitter, facebook
and youtube account was set up.
Tongans overseas would be able to
easily access stories, pictures and other
information about their home islands

and communities online and donate
when they can.
However, the very first donor to contact
us was the Rain Exposure Project also
known as Rainex who won a competition
by the P3 Foundation’s Social Enterprise
Competition who proposed that college
students take any of the 8 Millennium
Development Goals and apply it on
either a local, national or international
scale. The group came across Tafahi, an
outer island in Niuatoputapu, an island
so sloped that every step you take is a
climb and the community settlement is
divided into tiers. The whole island
relies heavily on rain water for their
water supply and most of the water
tanks on the island are made out of
cement.

Photo: Recipient of the RAINEX Project
Community of Tafahi during the PLA Workshop

This water harvesting project will be the
first of its kind in the rural communities
who have not had the opportunity to
harvest rain water in anything but
cement, tin and just lately fiberglass
tanks holding no more than 30 000liters
of rain water. The problems faced by
these water tanks is that when the water
sits in the tanks for prolonged periods
without proper ventilation and security,
pests like mosquitoes find nesting
ground in those tanks and cause health
problems. With the Rainex donation, the
water tanks have come complete with
state of the art fittings and valves that
ensure the security of the water
collected.

Once the tanks are cleaned and installed
and ready for the first rains of the
remainder of the hurricane season, there
will be a greater reservoir of clean fresh
water on the island for everyone to
share. The total cost for the project was
NZD$4 586.94 which is the total cost of
the material. We would like to thank P3
Foundation for the funding of the
project, Marley NZ, Polynesian Shipping
Line and Source Customs for all their
wonderful donations that ensured the
Rainex Project reached Tonga safely.

Photo: Filtering System that came with the Project
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Photo: RAINEX Group happily receiving the first price from 3P Foundation
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